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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the linear system in the single parameter A; i.e., 
Y”(X) + (44 + dXNY(4 = 09 0 < x < 1, ’ = d/dx, (l-1) 
cos oly(0) - sin ay’(0) = 0, o<a:<r, 
cos /3y(l) - sin py’(l) = 0, O<P<v, 
(14 
where q(x) and a(x) are real-valued, continuous functions in [0, I], and 
a(x) assumes both positive and negative values in [0, 11. Then it is the 
purpose of this paper to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. The real eigenvalues of system (1.1-2) form a countably 
inJnite subset of the reals whose sole points of accumulation are co and -co. 
Indeed a-f we denote this subset by A, then there exists an integer N > 0, such 
that for each integer n 2 N there are a finite number of elements of A, (at 
least two if n > N, and at least one if n = N), with the property that an 
eigenfunction corresponding to each such element has precisely n zeros in (0, 1). 
If N > 0 and 0 < n < N, then there is no element of A with a corresponding 
eigenfunction having precisely n zeros in (0, 1). For each n 2 N, the elements 
of A which correspond to n (as explained abooe), may be written {h,,}~~~‘, 
@;1.,,.>FL?, where p(n) and p*(n) are positiwe integers, 
&*9*(N) < .** < AN.2 < A,*, < A;,, < A&>, < .-* < h:.&) , 
andfor n > N, 
XL*(n) < ... < x,., < A,,, < AZ,, < x;.,, < ... < A:*&) . 
10 
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Moreover, we have 
(1) A = ij A,, 
1L=N 
where 
(3) ..* < &,+2,1 < G,+1.1 < &,l < 0 < G1*l < GI,l,l 
< hfNl+z,I < *..,,for some integer NI > N; 
(4) &z G.1 = *, lim h- -- - co. 1L’rn n*l - 
Jfc~ < n/2, /3 3 rr/2, and q(x) < 0 in [0, 11, then N = 0, p(n) = p*(n) = 1 
for each n > 0, and A constitutes the totality of the eigenvalues of system 
(1.1-2). Furthermore if q(x) is not identically zero in [0, I] ;f (Y = p = 7~/2, 
thenN,=O.Ifol==/?=~/2andq(x)=OinO~x<l,thenNI=1and 
either (i) 0 = &~r < & or X<r < Xz,t = 0 if J-i a(x) dx # 0, or (ii) Xc1 = 
A& = 0 if ji a(x) dx = 0. 
Finally if a(x) vanishes in [O, l] at precisely the finite set of points {xj}FzI , 
wherek>l,O<x,<x,<~~~<x,<l,andif 
1 a(x)1 = a*(x) fi j x - xj lY9 in 0 < x < 1, 
j=l 
where yj > 0, j = l,..., k, and a*(x) E C,[O, l] and is positive in [0, 11, then 
there is an integer N, > N such that for each n 3 N, , p(n) = p*(n) = 1. 
We note that the final statement of Theorem 1.1 includes the case where 
a(x) is analytic in [0, 11. We might remark that for the case where 01 < n/2, 
/3 >, n/2, and q(x) < 0 in [0, 11, the results given in our theorem are just 
a restatement of results given in [l, pp. 236-2401. Also for this case, and 
with suitable conditions on the coefficients of the differential equation (1. l), 
we might mention the results of Hilbert [2, pp. 195-2051, who not only 
demonstrates the existence of eigenvalues, but also demonstrates a class of 
functions which on [0, l] may be developed in terms of the eigenfunctions 
of system (1.1-2). The case q(x) < 0 in [0, 11, but with more general 
boundary conditions than (1.2) is considered by Mason [3]. We might 
mention here that most of these particular cases are also included in the 
very general results of Schafke and Schneider [4, 5, 61. However, the theory 
of Schafke and Schneider does not cover the general case under consideration 
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in this paper; indeed we make no assumptions here concerning, say, 
definiteness, or normahty. Finally, for a work more in line with the case 
under consideration here, we might mention that of Richardson, [7, Section I], 
where the case a: = 0, /? = ?r, and p(x) arbitrary is discussed. 
2. A SPECIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Here we shall consider the differential equation in the single parameter X, 
Y”(X) + (Wx) + 41(x)) Y(X) = 0, x E I, ’ = d/dx, (2.1) 
where 
and both b(x) and qr(x) are real-valued, continuous functions in I. Further- 
more we shall always assume throughout this section that X > X* > 1. 
2.1. b(x) Changes Sign in I 
In this section we shall construct a fundamental set of solutions for (2.1) 
and examine certain properties of these solutions for the case where b(x) = 
1 x - x* 1~ sgn(x - x*) b*(x), x ~1, where y > 0 and 6*(x) E C,[l] and is 
positive in I; we shall also throughout this section use the results of 
Appendix I. To this end let us introduce the function w(x), where 
W(X) = (((y + 2)/2) J’:* (h(t))l/” dt)2”y+2) for x* < R < x* + L, 
W(X) = - [((y + 2)/2) j-l’ (-b(t))‘l” dt]2’(Y+2) for x* - C, < x < xx; 
we observe [9, Section 51 that W(X) E Ca[I], and for x ~1, w’(x) > 0, 
/ w(x)~~(w’(x))2 = b(x) sgn(x - LX*); we also remark that here and in the 
sequel positive roots of positive quantities are always assumed. 
For x ~1, let us put qs(x) = -(w’(x))~~~ d2[(zu’(x))-li2]/dx2, L,[y] _= 
Y”(X) + (W4 + Q&))Y(x), and q2(x) = ql(x) - q&h then for x ~4 the 
differential equation in (2.1) may be written 
&[Yl = -!72(4YW (2.1.1) 
From [9, Section 51, we know that a fundamental set of solutions for 
L,[y] = 0, x ~1, is given by Yr(x, ;\) = (w’(x))-112 UI[P/(~f2&.(x)] and 
Y2(x, A) = (w’(x))-112 U3[Al~(~+%(X)]; and if TV denotes the Wronskian, 
then W[Y, , Y,](A) = P/(y+a). 
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Let us now consider the interval x* < x < x* + c then from the above 
statements we are led to consider a fundamental set of solutions for (2.1 .l) 
in this interval of the form 
Y&7 4 = y&T 4 + %(X, A>, 
zqx*, A) = ui’(x*, A) = 0, i = 1, 2. 
(2.1.2) 
On substituting (2.1.2) in (2.1.1), we see immediately that for i = 1, 2, 
ui(x, X) satisfies the Volterra integral equation 
2$(x, A) = j’: K(x, t, A) Yi(t, A) dt 
:r* 
I- s 
’ K(x, t, A) u,(t, A) dt, 
2* 
x* < x < x* + G; (2.1.3) 
where 
K(x, 4 A) 
= q2(t)(w’(x) w’(t))-‘lwi’~+2) 
>: [ ul[xl~‘~+2)w(x)] u&ll’~+2) w(t)] - U,[w~+2)w(t)] u3[x1”‘+2’w(x)]]. 
We observe from Appendix I that the absolute values of h11(yf2rK(~, t, h), 
and Ui[P’(y+2)w(x)], i = 1, 3, remain less than some bound, independent 
of h >, h*, t and x, x* < t, x 6 x* + 8, hence it follows that for each 
X 2 X*, (2.1.3) has for each i, i = 1, 2, a unique solution which may be 
obtained by the usual method of successive approximations. Moreover, 
from the Gronwall lemma it is readily seen that in x* < x < x* + e and 
h 3 A*, ui(x, h) = O(~-1/(~f2)(~‘(~))-1/2 U[A1/(~+2)w(x)]), i = 1, 2, where 
U(t) = ( U12([) + Us2(f))lj2. Similarly, we see from (2.1.3) that in x* < x < 
x* + e and h > X*, Ui’(X, A) = o((w’(x))‘~2 U*[w~+2)w(x)]), i = 1, 2, 
where U*(t) = ((Ul’([))2 + (Ui([))2)1/2 and ’ denotes differentiation with 
respect to the given argument. Finally, from Appendix I, we see that, as 
h-t co, 
j::” b(x) y12(x, A) dx = (R12/2) ( j;:-” (!I(@/~ dx) 




b(x) y22(x, A) dx = 2(R, cos Tr/2(y + 2))2 (s::‘” (b(x))‘/” dx) 
x h-v/2(v+2)[1 + (3(~-llCv+29]* 
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Now let us consider the interval x * - L’i < x < x* and for this interval 
consider a solution of (2.1.1) in the form 
Yl(X> A) = y&G a1 + 4x, 41, q(x*, A) = q’(x*, A) = 0. (2.1.4) 
Substituting (2.1.4) in (2.1.1), we see that 
q/(x, h) = Y;‘(x, A) j’* q&) Yl’(t, A)[1 + v,(t, 41 dt, (2.1.5) z 
and hence ol(x, h) satisfies the Volterra integral equation 
v,(~, A) = j”’ K(x, t, A) dt + I’* K(x, t, A> v,(t, A) dt, x* - fl < x < x*, 
2 z (2.16) 
where 
K(x, t, A) = -q2(t)(w’(t))-’ h-l/‘~+2’[Ul[hl/‘Y+2)W(t)] u&vl’~+2’w(t)J 
- u3[P~‘~+~)w(x)] u;yhl~‘~+2)w(x)] U12[W’y+2’w(t)]]. 
Since U,(s) is a monotonic decreasing function of s for s ,( 0, we see imme- 
diately from Appendix I that the absolute value of hll’~+~)K(~, t, h) remains 
less than some bound independent of h 3 X*, t, and x, x* - 8, < x < t < x*, 
and, consequently, for each /\ 3 h*, (2.1.6) admits of a unique solution which 
may be obtained by the method of successive approximations; and from 
the Gronwall lemma we see that in x* - 8, < x < x* and X > X*, 
h11’Y-+2)z+1(~, h) = O(1). Similarly, we see from (2.1.5) that in x* - L’, < 
x < x* and X > X*, Pl’~+~)~~‘(x, X) = O(I). Finally for fixed X, x* - Pl < 
x < x*, we see from Appendix I that, as X - co, 
JQX, A) = (423’(~))-112 R,(zqx))-1 qx, A) ~-~/4(7+2)[1 + 0(x--11'9], 
yl'(x, A) = -(w’(x)/~)~/~ R,H(x) E(x, A) h’v+4)/4”‘+2)[1 + (3+“~+29], 
and 
s 
‘* b(t)y12(t, A) dt = -(l/@(R,E(x, 92 X-‘y+i)l’y+s)[l + o(~~l/'v+z))], 
D 
where 
H(x) = [((y + 2)/2) j”’ (-b(t))‘l” dt]y’2’vi2’ 
z 
and 
E(x, A) = exp p/a 1:’ (-b(t))‘/” dt]. 
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A second solution for (2.1.1) in the interval x* - t1 < x < x* can be 
taken in the form 
q(x, A) = IT&, A)[1 $ W2(% q, w2(X* - t’ ) A) = w2’(x* - 4’ ) A) = 0, 
where proceeding precisely as above it is readily seen that in x* - 8, < x < X* 
and h 3 X*, hi!‘y-%a(~, X) = O(1) and h11’~+2)z12’(x, h) = O(1). For fixed X, 
x” - C’ <. x < x*, we also see from Appendix I that as X --f CO, 
.z,(x, A) = (w’(x))-“2 R@(x))-1 (E(x, A))-’ P~4’~i-2)[1 + O(h-il’r+Q))], 
q’(x, A) = (w’(x))“2 R,H(x)(E(x, A))- 1 x ‘vS4)/4’~+2)[1 + 0(X-l/‘v+2))], 
and 
I z* b(t) .q(t, A) dt = -(y + 2)- 2’+1)/‘y+2) T(l/(r + 2)) r-qy + l)/(r + 2)) a? 
x A-‘v+l,/‘vi2,[l + (-J(h-l/‘v+29], 
with all terms as before. Furthermore if W denotes the Wronskian, then 
WY i , zJ(X) = hi/‘~+2)[1 + O(X-1!‘?‘+2))] as h --f cg; and hence for all 
sufficiently large values of A, yi(x, h) and zi(x, h) form a fundamental set 
of solutions for (2.1.1) in the interval x* - t1 < x < x*. 
Finally, let us consider the interval I; then for all sufficiently large values 
of h we shall take here as a fundamental set of solutions for (2.1.1) the 
functionsyi(x, X) andy,(x, X), wherey,(x, X) = zi(x, X) in x* - 8i < x < x*, 
y2(x, A> = k,(h) y,(x, A) + k2(4y2(x, A) in x* < x < x* + 4 and 
k,(h) = -(y + 2)-2?4v+2) P(l/(y + 2)) P((y + l)/(r + 2)) 
;< (b*(x*))--ll’Y+2) u2’(x*, A)pl’Y+2), 
k2(X) = 1 t vz@+., A) + (Y + 2)-y!‘y+2) ql/(r + 2)) q(Y + 1)/b + 2)) 
,y (b*(x*))-m@) n2’(x”, A)~-V’v+2). 
We note that for i\ > X*, R,(X) = O(h-2/‘Y+2’) and k,(h) = 1 + O(X-1/‘Y+2)); 




b(x) y32(x, X) dx = 2(R, cos a/2(r + 2))2 is::!” (b(x))‘/” d”) 
x @/2(Y+2)[1 + o(~-l/‘Y+2,)]~ 
2.2. b(x) < OfOY XEI 
In this section we shall construct a fundamental set of solutions for (2.1) 
for the case where b(x) = -1 x - x* /Y b*(x), x E 1, where y > 0 and 
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b*(x) E C,[1] and is positive in I; we shall also throughout this section use 
the results of Appendix II. 
Let us first consider the interval x * ,< x ,( X* + r. If, for this interval, 
we put 
W(X) = [((y + 2)/2) j;* (-b(t))‘l” dt]2”y+2r, 
Yl(X, A) = (w'(x))-112 v1[2~(~+%L(x)], 
Y2(x, A) = (d(x))-“” v2[Al~(~++Lo)], 
and proceed as in Section 2.1, we see that, for each /\ 2 X*, a fundamental set 
of solutions for the differential equation in (2.1) in x* < x < x* + e is 
given by 
yi*(x, A) = Yi(X, q1 + 4x, 41, i = 1,2, 
where for i = I, 2, ui(x*, h) = u!‘(x *, h) = 0 and ui(x, h) is the unique 
solution of the integral equation 
z&c, A) = l;* I&(x, t, A) dt + r:, I+, t, A) z+(t, A) dt, x* < x :< x* + t, 
with 
I&(x, t, A) = -q*(t)(w’(t))-1 X-11(Y+2)[Vi[hll(Y+2,W(t)] Zi[hl~(~‘+Lo)] 
- Z.[jp/“‘“‘f44] z jYyplrv+2) 2 w(x)] V,“[A’~‘“‘“‘w(t)]], 
and q2(t) is defined as in Section 2.1. Moreover, in xx < x ,< x* + L and 
h >, A*, P/(Y+~$(x, X) = O(l) and hil(~+~)z~‘(~, h) = O(l), i = 1, 2. For 
fixed X, x* < x < x* + & we see from Appendix II that as h -+ co, 
yl*(x, A) = (4+x))-112 R,(H*(x))-l E*(x, A) k@(Yf2)[1 + o(xW(y+a))], 
dy,*(x, X)/dx = (zu’(x)/~)~/~ R,H*(x) E*(x, A) h (v+4)/4(~+2)[1 + (3(X-l/W))], 
y2*(x, A) = (4w’(x))-1’2 R,(H*(x))-l Is*@, A) X-y/4(v+2)[1 + c(x-iI(y+a))], 
dy2*(x, X)/d% = (zu’(x)/~)~/~ R,H*(x) E*(x, A) h(“+4)/4(~+2)[1 + o(X-11(“+2))], 
where 
H*(x) = [((y + 2)/2) j-’ (-b(t))‘/” dt]Y’2(y+p) 
m* 
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and 
E*(x, A) = exp [hi/a j”,. (+))~/a dr]. 
Let us now consider the interval I. Then by arguing as above and using 
Appendix II, it is readily observed that a fundamental set of solutions for 
(2.1) can be given in the form 
yi*(.% 4 = Yi(X, q1 + 4x, 41, XEI, i = 1,2, 
where for x* < x < x* + 6 all terms are as defined above and for 
x* - t, < x < x*, w(x) = -[((y + 2)/2) Jz* (--b(t))‘/” dt]2/(v+2), Yi(x, A) as 
above, i = 1,2, and in x* - tr < x < IV* and X 3 h*, h11(+2)~i(~, h) = O(l), 
Xll(~-+2hi’(X, A) = O(l), i = 1, 2. 
3. AN INEQUALITY 
For future use we shall prove the following theorem. Let 
D = {f(x) IfW E ~CP, ll,.m) EL,P, 11, ’ = 4W; 
then 
THEOREM 3.1. Given any E > 0, there is a S(E) > 0 such that 
Wf, S(c)1 = J’ I f’(412 A + 6(c) I1 I f(“4l” dx 2 E I f(0)12 (3-l) 
0 0 
for every f (x) E D. 
Proof. It is clear that we need only prove our theorem for real-valued 
members of D. Hence, suppose that the theorem is false; then there exists 
an c1 > 0 and the sequences {fn(x)}~zI ,{8n}cSI , wheref,(x) E D, n = 1, 2,..., 
and 1 < 6, < 6, < “., limn+m 8, = co, such that 
Wfn 7 %zl < %fn2(Q n = 1, 2,... . (3.2) 
Since f i2(0) si fn2(x) dx < E$;~, n = 1,2,..., we see that we can choose 
the integers {nj}& , 
f;;(O) J:f “,j(x) 
where 1 < n, < n2 < .‘., such that for j = 1, 2 ,..., 
d x < 2-j. Observing that the series ~~C1f;~(0) JtffJt) dt 
converges everywhere in [0, l] and each of its terms is a monotonic increasing 
function of X, we therefore conclude [lo, pp. 11-121 that 
& {fn;(O)fzn,(X)> = 0, a.e. in [0, 11. (3.3) 
505/11/I-Z 
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Now forj = 1, 2,..., and 0 S x G l,fiI(x) -fi,(O) = 2 j~foj(t)fl,(t> & 
hence from the Schwarz inequality and (3.2) we have 
(3.4) 
We note that (3.4) impliesf;~(O)f~Jx) < 1 + (2.~i)l/~, 0 ,( x < 1,j = 1,2,... . 
Let us denote by B the subset of [O, l] for which (3.3) is valid; then for x E B, 
we see from (3.4) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
It is also clear that Theorem 3.1 remains valid if in Eq. (3.1) we replace 
f(O) b-f(l). 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let us consider the linear system in the two parameters h and CL; i.e., 
Y”(X) + LWx) + PQ + M4 - Q)IY(x) = 0, O<x<l, ‘=d/dx, 
(4.1) 
together with the boundary conditions (1.2), and where Q is a positive 
constant (see below), and all other terms are as defined in Section 1; we 
observe that when p = 1, Eq. (4.1) is just Eq. (1.1). We shall call the tuple 
(A*, p*) an eigenvalue of system (4.1), (1.2), if Eq. (4.1), with h = A* and 
p = /**, has a nontrivial solution satisfying Eq. (1.2); if A* and /** are 
both real, then we shall call (A*, p*) a real eigenvalue. We shall also denote 
by E2 the Euclidean 2-space of the real parameters h and CL. 
For arbitrary (A, p) let y(x, A, CL) be the solution of Eq. (4.1) such that 
~(0, A, p) = sin 01, ~‘(0, A, p) = cos or; and for (A, p) E E, let us introduce 
the Priifer transformation y(x, A, p) = Y(X, A, CL) sin 0(x, A, p), y/(x, A, p) = 
r(x, A, p) cos 0(x, A, EL), where 0(0, A, p) = a?. Then we see [ll, p. 2091 that 
0(x, A, 1~) is the solution of the initial-value problem 
e’(x) = ~0s~ e(x) + [AU(X) + PQ + (Q(X) - Q)] sin2 e(x), 
0~~~1, e(o)=a. (4.2) 
We observe from Eq. (4.2) that 8(1, A, p) > 0 in E2 and from [I 1, pp. 212-2131 
that limU+m e( 1, 0, p) = co, limU+-m 0( 1, 0, p) = 0; moreover, we have 
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shown in [12, Section 21 that 0(1, A, p) is analytic in E, and for each 
(A P) E 4 7 
a6( 1, A, ,u)/ZA = Y+( 1, A, P) i’ a(x) y2(x, A, t”) dx, 
0 
Wl, A, P)/% = Qy-“(1, A p) jlyz(‘. 4 P) dx. 
0 
(4.3) 
Before proceeding on, let us make the following remarks concerning the 
constant Q. We assume that Q has been chosen sufficiently large so that 
(1) 0(1,0,0) < i3 [ll, pp. 212-2131; 
(2) Q > Qr + q* where p* = supOGmGl 1 q(x)] and Qr is a positive 
constant satisfying, for every f(x) E D (see Section 3), H[f, Q1] > E \f(0)12, 
H[f,Qr] >, E If(l)l” and E = max(ei , E&, or = 3(1 + 1 cot cy I) if cz > n/2, 
pi = 3, otherwise, E* = 3(1 + cot 8) if /J < n/2, e2 = 3, otherwise. 
We remark that if 6, = cot OT if oi # 0, b, = 0 if 01 = 0, b, = -cot /3 
if p # n, b, = 0 if /3 = T, then 
b, If( + b, If(l + j:, IfW2 dx + j;(Q - dx)) IfWl"dx 2 0, (4.4) 
for every f(x) E D, with equality holding iff f(x) is identically zero in [0, 11. 
Now, for n = 0, I,..., let us denote by S, the subset of E, whose eIements 
satisfy the equation 0(1, A, PI) = nv + 8; we observe from above that S, is a 
closed, nonempty subset of E, , and indeed we have from [12, Section 21, 
THEOREM 4.1. The totality of the real eigenvalues of system (4.1), (1.2) 
is the union of a countably in$nite number of closed, unbounded, disjoint subsets 
S, , n = 0, l,..., of E, . If, for each n, we consider S,, as a topological space 
in itself with the topology induced by E2 , then S, is a connected, I-dimensional 
manifold. Moreover fm each n, S, is an analytic manifold and has the further 
property that if (A*, p*) E S, , then y(x, A*, p*) has precisely n zeros in (0, 1). 
Finally, if we denote by d,, the minimum distance from the origin in E2 to S, , 
then lim,,, d, = CO. 
We also know from the Sturm theorem that for each A, --co < X < co, 
the totality of values of p which renders (4.1), (1.2) soluble and with corre- 
sponding nontrivial solution, form a countably infinite set of real numbers 
which we shall denote by {~n(X)}~Co , where pa(h) < &) < “‘, 
limn+a, 144 = co; moreover, we have the further property that y(x, A, pn(h)) 
has precisely n zeros in (0, 1). Indeed, we have from Eq. (4.3) and [12, 
Section 21 
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THEOREM 4.2. For n = 0, 1,. . . , S, = {(A, p&l)) 1 --co < X < co}; fur- 
thermore for each n, &A) is a single-valued, analytic function in -00 < h < co 
and 
By taking the h-axis horizontal and the p-axis vertical, let us introduce 
a right-handed, rectangular, co-ordinate system to the Cartesian plane in 
the usual way; and from the natural 1 : 1 correspondence between the 
elements of E, and the points of the (h, CL)-plane, let us now consider the 
sets S, , 12 = 0, l,..., as points of this plane. Introducing angle into the 
(h, p)-plane in the usual way, let us also denote by q5 the angle which a 
ray through the origin makes with the positive X-axis. Putting 
let $i = tan-lg, , $i* = tan-ig, , &* = TT + +t, & = T + 4i*, where the 
principal branch of the inverse tangent is taken (see Fig. 1 below); we note 
that --a/2 < I$~ < 0 < $r* < 42 < qJ* < T < 4s < 3rr/2. 
For --co < h < CO and n = 0, l,..., we shall from now on denote by 
S,(h) the point of S, having h as abscissa. Also in the following theorem 
when we refer to a sector we shall mean a sector with vertex at the origin. 
THEOREM 4.3. (1) If $i* < 4 & 4 2*, then in the (A, p)-plane a straight 
line through the origin with slope tan+ cuts each S, in precisely one point, 
say GU$), 145% n = 0, L...; and we have, 0 < ~~(4) < ~~(4) < *.., 
lim n+m CL&) = NJ- 
(2) For --co < h < co and n = 0, l,..., S,(h) lies in the sector 
& < 4 < +z and tan q5r < dp,(h)/dh < tan & ; furthermore given any E, 
0 < E < 7~12, there is a positive number A,(e) such that for h > A,(E), S,(h) 
lies in the sector +1 < 4 < +I + E and for h < -A,(e), S,(h) lies in the 
sector & - E < 4 < & . 
(3) lf CL* < 0, then the line ,U = II* intersects each S, in precisely two 
points, which we shall denote by (An+&*), p*) and (An+*), p*), n = 0, I,...; 
we then have 
... < k&G*) < /\o-(PC*) < 0 < A,+@*) < xl+&*) < ..-, 
and lim,,, &+(p*) = ~0, lim,,, AIL-&*) = --Co. 
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Proof Parts (1) and (2) f o our theorem follow directly from [12, Section 21 
and Theorem 4.2. To prove part (3) of our theorem, let us fix the integer 
n > 0; we observe that ~~(0) > 0, lim,,, Pi = lim,+, pII = - 00; 
hence, S, intersects the line p = II* in at least one point with positive 
abscissa and in at least one point with negative abscissa, and from the 
analyticity of p,(X), we also conclude that there is at most a finite number 
of points of intersection and with each such point having nonzero abscissa. 
If (A*, p*) is a point of intersection, we see from (4.1) and (4.4) that 
b, ~~(0, A*, p*> + 6, y2( 1, A*, p*> + j’ ( y’(x, A*, p*)J2 dx 
0 
A- j;(Q - q(4)y2(x, A*, p*) dx - p*Q j;yB(“, A*, P*) dx 
i 
1 
Z A” a(x) y2(x, A*, p*) dx. 
0 
Since the left side of this equation is greater than zero, we see from 
Theorem 4.2 that if A* > 0, then dpn(h*)/dA < 0, while if A* < 0, then 
d,u,(X*)jdA > 0; we immediately conclude that S, cuts the line p = CL* 
in precisely two points, which we shall denote by (&+(p*), p*) and 
(A,-@*), CL*), where A,&*) < 0 < h,+(p*). The remaining statements of 
our theorem follow directly from the statement immediately preceding 
Theorem 4.2 and the fact that p,(h) > p* in X,-(/L*) < X < ha+&*), and 
that in any bounded interval of the X-axis there lies at most a finite number 
of points of the sets {X,+(~*)}~Zo and {hn-(~*)}~Co. 
Figure 1 is a rough sketch of the eigenvalue manifolds. 
FIG. 1. Horizontal and vertical lines represent co-ordinate axes. Inclined lines 
represent specified directions. Curves, both full and dotted, represent the eigenvalue 
manifolds. 
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Proof of Theorem 1 .l. It is clear that the real eigenvalues of system 
(1.1-2) are precisely the abscissae of the points of intersection of the curves 
As, ) n = 0, 1 )..., with the line p = 1. Now, for each n > 0, we observe from 
Theorem 4.3 that pLn(h) > 0 in (h,-(O), h,+(O)), pL,(h) < 0 in (- CD, h,-(O)) 
and (h,+(O), co), &(A)/& > 0 in (- 00, ~,-(0)1,44W~ < 0 in P,+(O), a>, 
and lim A+lo pn(h) = lim,+, pL,(h) = -CD; hence, from the analyticity of 
y,(h) we conclude that pn(h) attains its absolute maximum in (- co, co) in at 
most a finite number of points, all lying in the interval (A,-(O), h,+(O)). 
Let us put pn# = SUP,,,-(~) GnGn,+(o) ~~0); then from Theorem 4.1 and the 
statement immediately preceding Theorem 4.2, we see that 0 < p,,# < 
Pl# < ..., limn+m t~~# = 03. Let us now introduce the nonnegative integers 
N and Nr , where N is the infimum of the nonnegative integers n for which 
pn# 3 1, and Nr is the infimum of the nonnegative integers n for which 
mr + /3 > 0(1, 0, 1); we observe that ~~~(0) > 1, pN,-r(0) < 1 if Nr > 0, 
and Nr 3 N. 
From the above remarks, we conclude that for each n 3 N, S, has a 
finite number of points of intersection with the line p = 1; while if N > 0 
and 0 < n < N, then S,, has no points of intersection with the line p = 1. 
Let E denote Euclidean l-space of the real variable A; and for each n > N, 
let us denote by A, the subset of E whose elements are precisely the 
abscissae of the points of intersection of S, with the line TV, = 1. Then 
A = (Jf, A, (see Theorem l.l), where from Theorem 4.1 we see that 
A, n A, = + if n # m, and if d,,* is the minimum distance from the 
origin in E to A,, then limn.+m d,* = co; moreover if A* E A,, then 
y(x, A*, 1) is an eigenfunction corresponding to A* of system (1.1-2) and 
having precisely n zeros in (0, 1). For n > Ni , the elements of A, are 
nonzero and at least one is positive and at least one is negative; let us denote 
the positive elements by {A,+,,}~~’ and the negative elements by {A&}~~~‘, 
and where p(n) and p*(z) are positive integers and h;,Pt(nJ < ... < A;,, < 
0 < x;,, < ‘,. < A;,,,,, . If N < Nr and N < n < Nr , then A, contains 
at least two elements, and let us denote the elements of A, by {A;,,} and 
{A~,,}~~‘, where p(n) is a positive integer and A;,, < h;f,, < ... < hz,PCnJ ; 
if also pN# > 1, then A, contains at least two elements, and we will denote 
the elements of A, by (/\~,r} and (Af;,,}~~~‘, where p(N) is a positive integer 
and A,,, < A$,r < ... < A$,p,N, . If N < Nr and pN# = I, then A, contains 
at least one element, and we will denote the elements of A, by {A;,,) and 
{A$,,)$“‘, withp(N) a positive integer and h~,~ = A$,, < A$,s < *.. < A&,.,,,. 
Hence, the results stated in the first paragraph of Theorem 1.1 follow 
directly from above and the statement immediately preceding Theorem 4.2. 
If 01 < r/2, /3 > 7r/2, q(x) < 0 in [0, I], and q(x) is not identically zero in 
[0, I] if 01 = /? = 7r/2, then it is easy to show that B(1, 0, 1) < 7r/2 and, 
hence,N=N,=O.Ifa!=~=n/2andq(x)=Oin[O,l],then~(1,0,1)= 
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7~/2 and, hence, N = 0, N1 = 1; we observe here that ~~(0) = 1 + Q-k2n2, 
Y(% 0, Pn(O)> = cos MX, 0 < x < 1, n = 0, I,..., and since dp,(O)/dh = 
-Q-l si U(X) dx, (Theorem 4.2), and 
d2p,(O)/dA” = -49-l g1 ((jl a(x) cos mrx dx)/n$ 
[12, Section 21, we conclude that (i) if $ a(~) dx # 0, then ~a# > 1, (ii) if 
J; a(x) dx = 0, th en pO# = 1, since d2&O)/dh2 < 0 and, hence, an argument 
similar to that used in the proof of part (3) of Theorem 4.3 shows us that 
h = 0, /L = 1 is the only point of intersection of S, with the line ,U = 1. 
The results stated in Theorem 1.1 for these cases then follows from 
[l, pp. 238-2401 and above, if we argue as in the proof of part (3) of 
Theorem 4.3. 
It remains only to consider the case where a(x) satisfies the conditions 
stated in the last paragraph of Theorem 1.1. Now, from Theorem 4.4 below, 
we see that for this case there is an integer N,* 3 Nr such that for each 
n > N,* and r = l,..., PM s; 44 Y2b xi,, 3 1) dx > 0 and hence from 
Theorem 4.2, d&lb,,)/dh < 0. Similarly, we can also show that there 
is an integer N2+ > N1 such that for each n >, N2+ and Y = l,...,p*(n), 
J: WY*(X, &,, , 1) dx < 0 and dpn(h;,,)/dh > 0. If N, = max(N,*, N2+), 
then we immediately conclude that for each n > N, , S, intersects the line 
TV = 1 in precisely two points, namely (A,‘,, , 1) and (A;,, , 1). This completes 
the proof of Theorem I. I. 
THEOREM 4.4. If a(x) satisfies the conditions stated in the last paragraph 
of Theorem 1 .I, then there exists the integer N,* >/ Nl such that for each 
n > N2*, j’i a(x) y”(x, AZ,, , 1) dx > 0, Y = I,..., p(n). 
Before proving Theorem 4.4, we shall need some further information. 
To this end, we will from now on in this section assume that a(x) satisfies 
the conditions stated in the last paragraph of Theorem 1.1; and let us also 
choose A > 0 small enough so that A < min,GjGk-l(Xj+l - xi} if k > 1, 
d<1r,if~,>0,andd<1-~~ifx,<l.IfK=1,letI,={x~O~x~1}; 
and if k > 1, let 
4 = ix I 0 d x $ (Xl + %)/2}, 1; = (x I (Xj-1 + %)/2 < x < (Xi + x,+,P), 
j = 2 ,..., (k - l), if k > 2, and Ik = {X 1 (xkW1 + x,)/2 < x < 1). Then, for 
j = l,..., k, we have U(X) = f / x - xj lyj sgn(x - xi) ai(x), x E Ij , if a(x) 
changes sign at xi , a(x) = & 1 x - xj 1~5 a,(x), x ~1~) otherwise, and where 
yj > 0, and aj(x) E C,[l,] and is positive in 1, . Now, let 
a = min inf ai( Y* = max h>, 
1 <j<k xe1j l<j<k 
4* = TJ, I !7@)L 
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and choose 6, 0 < S < ~/loo, small enough so that 26 < min(rr - a, b}; 
then, from Theorem 1.1, we see that there exists the integer n+ > Ni such 
that 
“Lt 1 > 1 and (1 + q*)(l + 2a/a sin2 S)(h~t,,)~l’(‘*+l) 
< min{S/2, L11+Y*/2y* X loo}. 
In the sequel, we shall always assume n > a+ and, for n > n+, let us select 
from A, a positive element, which, for convenience of notation, we shall 
denote by A, , and put h,(n) = A;E”(~J+“, h,*(n) = (1 + 2a/a sin2 6) X;l’o’fl’, 
j = I,..., Ft. For h E E, let us also put y(x, A) = y(x, A, l), 0(x, A) = 0(x, A, I), 
0 < x < 1; we then see from Eq. (4.2) and Theorem 4.1 that for n > n+, 
B’(x, A,) = cos2 0(x, A,) + (&a(x) + q(x)) sin2 0(x, A,), 0 < x < 1, 
WI, &J = % 0(1, A,) = ?@T + p. (4.5) 
Finally in the sequel we shall put for j = 1 ,..., k, xjt = xj+r if j < k, 
xk+ = 1, and xj* = xj-r if j > 1, x1* = 0; and let us also put 
Ki = (2/7r)(yi + 2)--vf’(yj+2) r”(l/(r? + 2)) cos2 7r/2(yi + 2), J = l,..., k. 
Now let us assume that for some i, Y, 1 < i < Y < k, 0 < xi < x, < 1 
and a(x) > 0 in xi* < x < xi , a(x) < 0 in xi < x < x, , and a(x) > 0 
in x, < x < x,+. Then, from Eq. (4.5), we see that if 0 < m < n, 
mm + 6 < 0(x, A,) < (m + l)n - 6, and x belongs to one of the intervals 
[xj + hj(n), xj+r - hj+i(n)], j = i ,..., (r - l), then 
B’(x, A,) < 1 {- q* - aXln/(v*+l) sin2S < -(a/2) X hfJcY*+l) sin’s, 
from above; moreover, by arguing as in [l 1, p. 2131 and using our above 
information, we see that if mrr < B(xi + hi(n), A,) < (m + 1)~ - 6, then 
mm < 0(x, A,) < rnrr + 26 in xi + h,*(n) < x < x, - h,(n). Indeed, if 
rnrr < B(xi + h,(n), A,) < (m + 1/2)~, then rnn < 0(x, A,) < (m + 1/2)7-r in 
xi + hi(n) < x < x, - h,(n) and y2(x, A,) strictly increases in this interval; 
if (m + 1/2)~ < B(xi + hi(n), A,) < (m + 1)~ - 6, then there is an x(n), 
xi + hi(n) < x(n) < xi + h,“(n), such that +9(x(n), A,) = (m + 1/2)~, 
(m + 112)~ < 0(x, A,) < (m -k 1)~ in xi + h,(n) ,( x < x(n) and y2(x, A,) 
strictly decreases in this interval, and rnrr < 0(x, A,) < (m + 112)~ in 
x(n) < x < x, - h,(n) and ya(x, A,) strictly increases in this interval. 
If (m + 1)~ - 6 < B(xi + h,(n), A,) < (m + l)rr, then either (1) 
(m + 1/2)n -c e(+,) -c (m + 1)~ in xi + hi(n) < x < x, - h,(n) and 
y2(x, A,) strictly decreases in this interval; or (2) m < n and 0(x(n), A,) = 
(m + 1)~ where xi + h,(n) < x(n) < x, - h,(n); then (m + l/2)77 < 
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8(x, A,) < (m + 1)~ in xi + hi(n) < x < x(n) andy2(x, A,) strictly decreases 
in this interval, and if X(W) < x, - h,(n), then (m + 1)~ < 0(x, A,) < 
(m + 1)7f + 26 in x(n) < x < x, - h,(n) and y2(x, A,) strictly increases in 
this interval; or (3) 8(x(n), A,) = (m + 1/2)~, where xi + h,(n) < x(n) < 
x, - h,(n) and x(n) $ undo+, (xj - hi*(n), xj + h,*(n)) if Y > i + 1; then, 
(m + 1/2)~ < 0(x, A,) < (m + 1)~ in xi + h,(n) < x < x(n) and y2(x, A,) 
strictly decreases in this interval, and if x(n) < x, - I&(X,), then rnrr < 
0(x, A,) < (m + 1/2)~ in x(n) < x < x, - h,(n) and y2(x, A,) strictly 
increases in this interval; or (4) r > i + 1 and 0(x(n), A,) = (m + I /2)57, 
where xj - hj*(n) < x(n) < xj + hj*( n , and i < j < r; then, without loss ) 
of generality, we can assume that there is an x*(n), xi - h,*(n) < x(n) < 
x*(n) -=c xj + IQ*(~) such that (m + l/2)77 < 0(x, A,) < (m + 1)~ in 
xi + hi(n) < x < x(n) and y2(x, A,) strictly decreases in this interval, and 
rnv < 0(x, A,) < (m + l/2)77 in x*(n) < x < x, - h,(n) andy2(x, A,) strictly 
increases in this interval. 
With this information we can now show, 
LEMMA 4.1. Let us assume that there exists the sequence of integers {r~,}~~~ , 
where n+ < n, < n2 < “., such that, for each s > 1, y2(x, hng) strictly 









(a(x))“” dx) &:,‘2cy~+2)[ 1 + ()(X,~‘(Yr+2))], 
where Cr2(s) > 0 for all s suficiently large. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let us assume that there is a A*, 0 < A* < A/4, and a 
sequence of integers (n,}y=I, where n+ < n, < n2 < .‘., and h,*(n,) < A*/2 
for s > 1, such that for each s >, 1, y(x, A, ) y’(x, A, ) has at least one zero 
in the interval xi < x < x, - A* and is poiitive in {he interval x, - A* < 
x < x, - h,(n,). Let us also choose A,*, 0 < A,* < A*, small enough so that 




( -a(x))1/2 dx, /r, 
I * 
,2 (-a(x))1/2 dx]. 
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(1) If for each s 2 1, y(x, A,.) y’(x, Ass) has at least one zero in the 
intervalxi+A,*<x,(x,-A**,thenass+m, 
x [l + o(X,yy"+=))] 
x [I + ~o(;;~‘(~~f~))], 
where Ci2(s) > 0 and CT2(s) > 0 for all s suficiently large. 
(2) If for each s 3 I, y(x, h,J y’(x, h,#) > 0 in the interval xi + A, * < 
x < x, - h,(nJ, then as s * co, 





(a(x))“” dx) h;:,&+2) 
x [l + o(A,,““r+“‘)], 
where CT2(s) > 0 for all s ss@cieutly large. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let us assume that there exists the sequence of integers {n,}~==, , 
where n+ < n, < n2 < .., such that for each s > 1, y2(x, h,,) strictly decreases 
in the interval x + hi(q) < x < x, . Then, as s - co, 
I 
;;;-+;;: a(x) y2(x, A,,> dx = j y+“’ u(x) y2(x, h,J dx + C,“(s) Ki 
x [I + o(x;yyi+2))], 
where Ci2(s) > 0 for all s su@ktttly large. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let us choose A*, 0 < A* < A/4, small enough SO that 
4 Jr-AS (---a(~))~~~ dx < min I/~~“” (-a(x))ll” dx, j:Illl: (---a(~))~/~ dxl; 
I I 
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and let us also assume that there exists the sequence of integers {r~,}~=~, 
n+ < n, < n2 < ..*, such that for each s 2 1, y(x, h,B) y’(x, X%g) has at least 
one zero in the interval x6 + hi(n,) < x < x, and is negative in the interval 
xi+hi(ns)<x<xr-A*.Then,ass+co, 
J 
~~~:~~:~::I a(x) y2(x, h,J dx = jy”” a(x) y2(x, X,J dx + C:(s) ~7~ 
u 
xi 
X (r,+r,‘),2 (a(x))“” dx) A;:i’2fvi+2) 
x [I + O(h,pi+2))], 
where Ci2(s) > 0 joy all s su@kntly large. 
We shall only prove Lemma 4.2; the other lemmas may be proved in 
the same way. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Referring to Section 2.1, let us put x* = x, , 
I = {X ] (x,* + x,)/2 < x < (xr + x:)/2}, y = y7 , and for x E I, b(x) = a(x), 
q,(x) = q(x), b*(x) = 4% we observe that A~~y~+2’w(x, - h,(n,)) = 
-(a7(xr))lll~r+2)X~~i(y~+1)(v~+2) [1 + O(h;~‘Yr+l’)] as s + co. Hence, from 
Theorem 1.1 and Section 2.1, we see that there is an integer s,, 3 1, 
such that for s 3 s,, , (1) hi*(n,) < 4,*/2, (2) -2(aT(x,))11(vr+2) < 
A~~2’w(x, - h,(n,)) < 0, and (3) y(x, Xn8) = C,(s) x(x, X,l>, 0 < x d 1, 
where C,(s) > 0, 4x, La) = cl(s) Y&, Ls) + c2(s) Y&, ha), x E 4 and 
c12(s) + ta2(s) = 1. Then, from Section 2.1, we see that for s > ss , 
I 4% - h&a G B, where B is a positive constant; hence, since 
I.a(~r--A*,h~,)] <Bfors>s,,wehave,ass+q 
Cl(S) = 0 (h:ycvT+‘) exp 1 -A’n’,” J’:*, (-a(x))“2 &I), 
7 * 
J c,(s) = 1 + 0 (A~‘z(y7+2) exp /-2hif !I’-,, (-a(x))“” dx/), 
I 
i .4x, - A*/2, LJ + &f’2 I x’(xT - A*/& hJ/ 
= 0 (exp 1 -A’n’,” jr:*” (-a(x))“” dx! 
I * 
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Now, let us suppose that r > i + 1 and let us fur a j, i < j < r; then, 
referring to the last paragraph of Section 2.2, let us put x* = xj, 
I = {x 1 (xi-r + x,)/2 < x < (xj + x,+J2>, y = yY and for x E I, b(x) = a(x), 
qr(x) = q(x), b*(x) = q(x). Then, for s > so, 
4% 4J = cl*(s) Yl*(% hzs) + c2*(s) Yz*(% Lg), 
(Xj-1 + x,)/2 < x < (Xj + Xj+1)/2. 
Observing from Section 2.2 that as s -+ co, 
hiF)W(Xj f hj*(n,)) = &(aj(xj))l’(‘j+“) (1 + 237/a sin2 6) ;\~~l(Yi+1)(vj+2) 
x [l + o(x,f’(yj+l))], 
we conclude that there is a 6, > 0 such that for s 3 so , Al,/‘Yj+2’ 1 w(x)1 < 6, 
for xi - &*(n,) < x < xj + hj*(n,); hence there is i Bj > 1 such 
that for s > sa , I yp*(x, hg)l + G~(‘P+~) I dyp*(x, h,)/dx I < B, for 
xi - h,*(n,) < x < x3 + hj*(n,), p = 1,2. Repeating this argument for 
each j, j = (i + l),..., (r - I), let us then put B* = max(i+l)~j~(r--l)(Bj}. 
For later use, we now remark that if for s > s,, , y(x, A,, ) y’(x, X,J > 0 
for x,-r + A,-r(q) < x < x, - d*/2, then 
s 
I 4~I + K+L(nsh bJl < I 4x, - A *P, &Jl, 
I ,!+%I + h:,(‘&), &JI < I z’(x1. - A*/2, h,J, 
I c,*(4 < B*[I x(x, - A*/& bs)l + I x’(x, - A*/2, &,)I], 
p = 1,2, and 
I +> hz,)l -=c 2h3B*)2 [I 4~ - A*/2, &)I + 1 z’(x+. - A*/2, X,J] 
for x,-r - Kl(%) < x < %-1 + G-l(%). (4.6) 
Let us now consider part (1) of our lemma. Then, from the remarks 
immediately preceding Lemma 4.1, we see that for s > ss , either (1) 
y(+J, L) Y’(&), $1 = 0, xi + Al* G x(n,) < x, - A*, and y2(x, A, ) 
is strictly decreasing m the interval xi + hi(q) < x < x(n,), and y2(x, An:) 
is strictly increasing in the interval I < x < X, - h,(q); or (2) Y > i + 1, 
r(x(~J, L.) r’(xh), Lg) = 0, r(x*(Q An) r’(x*h), L ) = 0, where 
X, - hj*(n,) < x(q) < x*(q) < xj + &*(n,), for some j,“i < j < r, (and 
of course j depends upon s), and y2(x, /Ins) strictly decreases in the interval 
xi + h,(q) < x < x(n,), and y2(x, Xns) strictly increases in the interval 
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x*(q) < x < x, - h,(q). Hence if s 3 s,, and our first case holds, then 
1 z(x, &>I < / x(x, - d*/2, X,s>i for x(n,) f x < x, - d */2. If s > s0 and 
our second case holds, then referring to the preceeding paragraph, we 
see that 
x(x, hs) = cl*(s) Yl”(“, LJ + c2*(4 y2*@, &Ll) 
in (ql + 42 < x < (xi + ~f+J2; 
since 1 z(x*(n,), h,d)] < I z(x, - d*/2, &g)/ and z’(x*(nJ, X,J = 0, we 
have / c,*(s)\ < B* I z(x, - d*/2, X,9)], p = 1,2, and hence I z(x, h,l)/ < 
2(B*)2 1 .z(x, - A*/2, h,J)] for xj - h,*(q) < x < xi + hj*(n,). Thus we 
conclude that for s 3 s,, , I x(x, Ls)l < W*)’ I 4x, - A*/% h,s)l for 








44 y2(x> 4,) dx 
and apply our above results to the first integral, and the above results together 
with the results of Section 2.1 to the latter two integrals, then we see that 
ass-+ cc, 
s I;;+‘;’ a(x) y2(x, “,J dx = C,“(s) K, (j”y+‘^ (a(x))“” dx) &:,‘2(rp’2) s 
x [l + o(&;“‘*+“‘)]. 
An argument similar to above also shows that as s - co, 
where Ci2(s) > 0 for all s sufficiently large; hence part (1) of our theorem 
follows. 
To prove part (2) of our lemma, let us first observe that for each s >, s,, , 
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y2(x, A,,) is strictly increasing in the interval xi + d,* < x < x,, - rl”/2, 
(y’(x, A, ))” is also strictly increasing in this interval if Y = i + 1, or 
if Y > is+ 1 then (y’(x, A,,))” strictly increases in each of the intervals 
j = (i + 1) ,..., (Y - 2), and xT-i $ A,-,(?z,) < x < x, - d”/2. Hence for 
s > ss , 1 z(xi + Ai*, An )I < 1 z(x, - d*/2, hnr)j; and from Eq. (4.6) and 
by using arguments sim;lar to those used in deriving this equation, we also 
conclude that for s 3 s,, , 
1 ,q& + Al*, has)/ < (y _ i) p-1 (B*)+--l) j$y-‘)/” 
x [I 4x, - A*P, hJ/ + I z’(xr - A*/-& )I]. 
Now referring to the second paragraph of Section 2.2, let us put x* = Xi , 
8 = (xi+i - xi)/2, y = yi , and for xi < x < xi $ G; put b(x) = a(x), 
al(x) = q(x), b*(x) = ui(x). Then for s 2 ss , 
4% 4J = cl*wYl*(x, LB) + c2*(4Yz*(xt &h xi .< .v < xi -t /. 
From the above statements and Section 2.2, we see that as s + CO, 
hiF’2c,*(s) = 0 (exp i-(3/4) A:! J:‘l:“” ( -a(x))l’s dx; 
r * 
+ exp l-(3/4) Al,? I:‘-,,,, (-a(x))“” dx[ 1, 
r 
p = 1,2; h ence as s -+ co, 
uniformly in xi < x < xi + A,*. The proof of part (2) of our lemma is 
now completed by arguing as in part (1). 
In a similar manner we can also prove 
LEMMA 4.5. (1) Suppose for some i, 1 ,( i < K, xi > 0 md a(x) < 0 
in 0 < x < xi , u(x) > 0 in xi < x < xi+. 
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s ;‘-“” u(x) y2(x, A,) dx=C,2(n) Ki (jl:““‘“’ (4.4)1/2 &) X;Yih+2) 
x [I + O(X;1’(vi+2))], 
where C,“(n) > 0 for all n suficiently large. 
(2) Supposeforsomezjl <i<k,q < landa <Oinxi <x < 1, 
a(x) > 0 in xi* < x < xi. Then as n + co, 
s 1 (ri+~j*) ,2 4 ) Y'(x,U dx =Ci2(4 Ki (j~~,x6.,,2 (4x))"' dx) Ci (Y"f") 
x [ 1 i O(h;l’(Y,+a))], 
where C,“(n) > 0 for all n su@iently large. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let us introduce the three classes of subintervals 
of [0, l] in the following way: 
(1) If for some i, 1 < i < k, xi > 0 and a(x) < 0 in 0 < x < xi , 
a(x) > 0 in xi < x < xi+, then we shall say the interval 0 < x < (xi + x,+)/2 
is a member of class D, , (and of course the only member); otherwise we 
shall say D, is empty. 
(2) Ifforsomei, l<i<k,xi<landa(x)<Oinxi<x<l, 
a(x) > 0 in xi* < x < Xi , then we shall say the interval (xi + xi*)/2 < x < 1 
is a member (and only member) of D, ; otherwise we shall say D, is empty. 
(3) If for the pair of integers i, r, where 1 < i < r < k, 0 < xi < x, < 1, 
a(x)>0 in xi*<x<xi, a(x)<0 in xi<x<xT, and u(x)>0 in 
x, < x < x,+, then we shall say the interval (xi + xi*)/2 < x < (xr + x,+)/2 
is a member of D, ; if no such pair of integers i, r, exists, then we shall 
say D, is empty. 
We observe that for at least one j, 1 <j < 3, Dj is not empty. If D, 
is not empty, then we shall denote the member of this class by J1 ; if D, is 
not empty, then the member of this class will be denoted by J2 ; and if D, is 
not empty, then the members of D, will be denoted by {Js,,}j”l, , 1 < k* < k. 
Now let us suppose that Theorem 4.4 is false; then there exists the 
sequence of integers {nS}Tz’=l, .+ < n, < n2 < ..., and the sequence of 
eigenvalues of system (l.l-2), which for convenience of notation will be 
denoted by {A, }pl , where 0 < hns E Afi, , s = 1, 2 ,..., such that for each 
s >, 1, st u(x) y;(x, h,J dx < 0. By a selection of a subsequence of {ns}~zl , 
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if necessary, and relabelling suitably, we can also assume that if D, is not 
empty, then for each member of D, the conditions stated in precisely one 
of the Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 part (l), 4.2 part (2), 4.3, and 4.4, are valid for this 
interval and the sequence {n,)P1 . 
Since for s > 1, 
and where of course the appropriate integrals are omitted if D, or D, or D, 
is empty, we then see from Lemmas 4.1-5 that $ a(x) ys(x, A,,) dx > 0 for 
all s sufficiently large. This contradiction completes the proof of our theorem. 
APPENDIX I 
Here we shall consider the differential equation 
U”(s) + j s jy sgn sU(s) = 0, --oo<s<co, ‘-d/ds, 
where y > 0 and sgns = 0 ifs = 0, sgns = s//s 1 ifs # 0. Two linearly 
independent solutions of this equation, determined by the initial conditions 
U,(O) = 1, U,‘(O) = 0, U,(O) = 0, U,‘(O) = 1, are given by [S, p. 40, 
p. 77, and p. 971 
U,(s) = (y + 2)-1/(Y+2)r((y + l)/(r + 2)) s*~2JJ2vw~] for s > 0, 
= (y + 2)-li(7+2)r((y + l)/(r + 2)) j s /‘121_“[2V 1 s /+I for s < 0, 
U,(s) = (y + 2y’y-‘-2’r((y + 3)/(y + 2)) sl~2Jv[2vsli2q for s 3 0, 
= -(y + 2)1/(y+2)Iy(y + 3)/(7 + 2)) / s 11/21”[2, / s p/‘Lq for s < 0, 
where LJ = l/(r + 2), J”(t) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order V, 
and I,([) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order v. We 
observe that 
U,(s) = 1 + 2 (-Sgn s>n I s I”(Y+2)/(n!)(y + 2)n nj [y(r t 1) + 2r + 11, 
n=l 7=0 
U,(s) = s [I + f (-sgn s)” / s 1 
n=l 
“‘Y+2’/(n!)(y + 2)” %fjl [y(r + 1) + 2r + 311. 
r=O 
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From [8, p. 45 and p. 791 we also have 
Crl’(S) = -(y + 2)-1/‘y+2)T((y + 1)/(-y + 2)) s(y+1)/2J_y+1[2~s1/2u] for s >, 0, 
= -(y + 2)-l/(y+r((y + I)/(y + 2)) / s ~~~+2)~21~y+1[2v / s /1/2q 
for s < 0, 
U2’(s) = (y + 2y(y+2)r((y + 3)/(y + 2)) s(~+2)i2J”_1[2”s112y] for s 3 0, 
= (Y + 2)1’(v+2)w + 3)/(r + 2)) I s I (y+1)~21v~1[2~ / s jl/zv] for s < 0, 
where v = l/(y + 2). 
We shall also introduce the solution 
W) = u2w + (Y + 2)-y’(v+2’wl(Y + 2)) W(, + l)/(y + 2)) U,(s); 
and for s < 0 we have 
U,(s) = U,(s) j-1, Uy2(t) dt 
= (2n-l sin ~v)(y + 2)-(y+r)i(r+a) r(f/(y + 2)) j s jr/z 
x K”[2V I s p2q, 
US’(s) = (2~7l sin 7rv)(y + 2)-(y+r)i(y+s) r(l/(r + 2)) / s I(y+r)/s 
x K,-,[2v / s j1j2v], 
where y = l/(y + 2) and K,(t) is the modified Bessel function of the third 
kind of order Y. 
From [8, pp. 199-2031 we have as s--f co, 
U,(s) = R,s-~~ycos{FI(s)}[l + .(,++a’)] 
+ MY + 4)/16(~ + 2)) s- cy+z)~z sin{l[;;(s)}[l + O(S++~))]], 
Ul’(s) = -Rls~~*[sin{Fr(s)}[l + O(S++~))] 
+ (r(3r + 4)/ 16(r + 2)) s- (y+2)/2 c0s{F,(s)}[1 + O(s-(y+2))]], 
U,(s) = R,s-Y~4[sin{F2(s)}[l + O(S-(~+~))] 
- (y(y + 4)/16(y + 2)) s-(~+~)/~ cos{F2(s)}[l + o(s-‘y’“‘)]]. 
U,‘(s) = R2sYqcos{F2(s)}[l + O(s-(y+“‘)] 




R, = ~-l/~(y + 2)v/2(“+2)T((y + l)/(r + 2)), 
R, = ~-l/~(y + 2)-“/z(“+z)T(l/(y + 2)), 
F*(s) = (2/(r + 2)) S(Yf2)‘2 - 7/4(Y + 2), 
F,(s) = (2/(r + 2)) s(y+2)‘2 + y77/4(y + 2); 
andass-t --co, 
U,(s) = 2-lR, 1 s I-“/*G(s)[l + o(l s 1-(“+2)/2)], 
Ul’(s) = -2-lR, 1 s I”/*G(s)[l + ()(I s (-(?‘+2)/2)], 
U,(s) = -2-1R, I s I-‘i*G(s)[l + O(i s 1-(“+2)/2)], 
U2’(s) = 2PR, / s iY/*G(s)[l + O(l s l-(~+~)/~)], 
U,(s) = R, I s I-y/“(G(s))-‘[l + o(l s j-(~+~)/~)], 
l&‘(s) = R, I s /y/“(G(s))-‘[I + ()(I s j-(“+2)/2)], 
where R, = R, sin ~/(y + 2) and G(s) = exp(2 1 s l(y+-2)/2/(y + 2)). 
From [9, Appendix I] we have for s > 0, 
(y + 2) f: t’U&) U&) dt = S'"U~(S) Uj(S) + SU$'(S) Uj’(S) - U;(S) Uj(S) 
+ U,‘(O) U,(O), i,j= 1,2,3; 
hence as s + CO, 
t’U12(t) dt = ~-l(~ + 2)-2/(~+2) Tyy + I)/(~ + 2)) ++2)/2 
0 
x [l + 0(s-(y+2)/2)], 
s 
s 
t’%‘;(t) dt = ~-l(~ + 2)-2fr+W+2) ~2(1/(~ + 2)) S(~+2~/2 
0 
x [l + O(s-(y+2)/2)], 
s 
’ tWl(t) U2(t) dt = (y + 2)-l s(Y+~)/~ cot z-/(y + 2)[1 + O(s-~“f2)/2)], 
0 
s 
’ tW&) dt = 4n-l( cos 7r/2(y + 2))2 (y + 2)-2(7,+ll’(+2) P(l/(y + 2)) 
0 
x ,Cv+W[l + (3(s-w+w)]; 
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and similarly as s -+ - CO, 
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s 
’ j t /Y U12(t) dt = 8-1(R,G(s))2 [l $ O(i s j-(Y+2)‘2)], 
s 
s 
’ j t 1~ U;(t) dt = 8-1(R2G(s))2 [I + O(/ s j--(“+2)‘2)], 
s 
s 
’ 1 t 1” U$(t) dt = (y + 2)- 2(7+1)/(+2) T(l/(y + 2)) Pl((, + l)/(r + 2)) 
s 
- ~P(R,/G(s))~ [l t ()(I s I-(“+2)/2)]. 
APPENDIX II 
Here we shall consider the differential equation 
V(s) - / s /y V(s) = 0, --co<s<co, ’ = dlds, 
where y > 0. Two linearly independent solutions of this equation, deter- 
mined by the initial conditions VI(O) = 1, V,‘(O) = 0, V2(0) = 0, V,l(O) = 1, 
are given by [8, p. 77 and p. 971. 
V,(s) = (y + 2)-l/(y+2)T((y + l)/(r + 2)) S1W,[2VS1~2~] for s > 0, 
= V,(-s) for s<O, 
T/,(s) = (y + 2)ll(7+2)r((y + 3)/(y + 2)) sw”[2vs”~~q for s > 0, 
= -V2(-s) for s < 0, 
where Y = l/(y + 2) and I,(.$) is as in Appendix I. We note that 
I/,(s) = 1 + f I s I 
n-1 
“‘Y+2’/(f4(r + 2)” n [r(r + 1) + 2r + 11, 
n=l r=0 
V,(s) = s [l + 2 j s ln(vf2) 
n=1 
@!)(r + 2)” “n’ [r(r + 1) + 2r + 311. 
T=O 
From [8, p. 791 we also have 
I/1’(s) = (y + 2)-ll’y+*‘r((y + I)/(y + 2)) s(y+1)/21_y+1[2~s1/2~] for s >, 0, 
V2’(s) = (y + 2)1/(4r((y + 3)/(y + 2)) ,(v+l)/2~“y-1[2~s112u] for s >, 0. 
Let us also introduce the solutions 
-G(s) = -V,(s) + (Y + 2)- y cv+2)qll(Y + 2)) T-l((y + l>/(r + 2)) ~l(S>, ' 
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and 
w = ~I;(4 - (Y + w”y’~2’~-1(u(y + 2)) qy + l>/(r + 2)) V,(s); 
then for s > 0, 
= (2e1 sin ~v)(y + 2)1/(v+2’ r((y I- 3)/(y + 2)) .J~/~K~[~vs~/~~], 
Z,(s) = V,(s) jm V.;“(t) dt 
= (257-l sii nv)(y + 2)-ll(vt2) S((y t l)/(y -k 2)) s~/~K~[~L&*~], 
where Y = l/(r + 2) and K,(t) is as in Appendix I. 
From [S, pp. 202-2031, we see as s - co, 
Vi(s) = 2-1R,s-~~4G(s)[l + (-J-(Y+~)/~)], 
V;(s) = 2-1R,s~‘“G(s)[l -j- o(s-(“+~)/~)], 
V,(s) = 2-iR,~-y/4G(s)[l -+ o(s-(~+~)/~)], 
V2’(s) = 2-%,sY’“G(s)[ 1 + o(s-(y+2)q, 
Z,(s) = R,s-~/~(G(s))-~[~ + (-J-‘Y+~‘/~)], 
Z,(s) = R4s- y’4( G(s))-l[ 1 + O(S-“‘+~)/~)], 
where R4 = R, sin n/(7 + 2) and all other terms are as in Appendix I. 
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